Using paper, paint, and a fork, you can paint your own lion!

Draw a circle, put eyes and a cat nose inside. Squirt some yellow or orange paint on a plate and then use the tines of a fork to make the mane.

Check out this tutorial for more visuals.

---

All titles are available in either Hoopla, Freegal or Overdrive.

Click the image or song title for link

**Titles**

- Red Light, Green Lion by Candace Ryan
- Lion and Mouse by Jario Buitrago
- How Loud is A Lion? by Stella Blackstone

**Music**

- Lion Song by Bounce Patrol available on YouTube
- I Just Can't Wait To Be King from the Lion King Soundtrack
- The Hokey Pokey by Music For Little People

**Short Video**

The Lion and the Mouse by Jerry Pinkney

**Activities**

Using paper, paint, and a fork, you can paint your own lion!

Draw a circle, put eyes and a cat nose inside. Squirt some yellow or orange paint on a plate and then use the tines of a fork to make the mane.